BUILDING A TECHNOLOGY BUDGET
BUILDING YOUR BUDGET

Whenever you're going to spend a lot of money or buy a lot of different things (which may or may not add up to a lot of money), the best first step is to create a
budget. For example, here's a screenshot of a sample budget.

If you build your budget in a spreadsheet (Excel, for example), it gives you the flexibility to play with the quantities and prices to see how it impacts the total. This
process also helps you think of every possible thing you're going to need. Surprises are what can ruin budgets so writing it all down helps avoid them which giving you
a realistic idea of what it's all going to cost.

SAVE MONEY BUT DON'T BE CHEAP

SOME THINGS ARE WORTH SPENDING MORE ON
There are some things worth spending a little more money on to ensure that you're getting the quality and performance you need. For example, if you spend 10+ hours
a day in front of a computer, then it makes sense to buy one that will be enjoyable to use. Faster processors, lighter laptops, bigger monitors and nicer keyboards all
cost a little more. If you're talking about something you use constantly, every day, then remove it as a cost-cutting target. Getting the best deal you can on high-quality
technology is always better than buying under-powered, under-performing technology just because it costs less.
CHEAP SOFTWARE OFTEN REQUIRES PAINFUL TRADE-OFFS:
For example, we recently worked with a firm that just didn't want to spend money on legal industry standards like Microsoft Exchange & Outlook. So they went with open
source software instead.1 Open source means that they paid nothing for the software. While it's nice to pay nothing for software, that also means that there's no one to
Generically, open source refers to a program in which the source code is available to the general public for use and/or modification from its original design free of charge, i.e., open.
Open source code is typically created as a collaborative effort in which programmers improve upon the code and share the changes within the community. Open source sprouted in the
technological community as a response to proprietary software owned by corporations. see http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/O/open_source.html, by Vangie Beal.
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call for technical support and that it integrates with nothing. By contrast, Exchange and Outlook integrate with almost everything. For example, almost all matter
management programs sync with Exchange/Outlook. Every Windows and Mac computer, every Android or iOS tablet and every Windows, Android, Blackberry and iOS
smartphone wirelessly sync with Exchange/Outlook. Document management programs all integrate with Outlook. Adobe Acrobat has an incredible integration with Outlook.
The list goes on. The end result of this open-source money saving strategy for the firm in question was that all of the users hated the feature-deprived email software,
it linked with nothing else they used and no one could get their email, calendar or contacts from the free email software to sync with their tablets or phones.
You can get free office suites including word processors (see www.openoffice.org for example), free PDF creation programs (see www.cutepdf.com for example), and free
Fax services (see https://faxzero.com/ for example). However, they're not the legal-industry standard, they have non-existent technical support and they integrate/link
with nothing else. In short, they're just not worth it.
WAITING FOR TECHNOLOGY TO DIE IS THE WORST WAY TO UPGRADE
Many law offices use their existing technology until it dies. This is a really bad idea for the following reasons:
DATA LOSS
Using anything until it no longer works often means there is no opportunity to transfer data, programs, etc. from the old device to the new one. Transferring data while
the old and new devices are still working is typically a lot easier than trying to restore data from a dead device onto a new one.
NO TIME TO RESEARCH
If someone's computer just died, you don't have time to conduct a lot of research to ensure you're getting the best replacement technology at the best price.
NO TIME TO WAIT FOR SOMETHING TO SHIP
You always get better deals from online vendors than bricks and mortar vendors. However, if whatever piece of technology is mission-critical, then you might not even
have time to wait for something to be shipped to you (or built and shipped to you like a custom computer configuration). This means you'll have to go to the nearest
store and buy whatever they have in stock, regardless of whether it's appropriate for your use or your office.
NO TIME TO NEGOTIATE
If you're buying more than 1 of anything, then you are in a good position to negotiate price. If you buy everything 1 at a time as old technology dies, then you give up
that leverage and you pay the most.
END UP WITH A HODGE-PODGE MIX OF TECHNOLOGY
Problems with having a varied mix of technology include the following:
•
•
•
•

It's more expensive to maintain computers of different types/brands/models bought at different times than it is to maintain a set of identical computers
bought together.
Users can't easily help each other if your office is using Office 2003, 2007, 2010 and 2013.
If you have 5 different printers, then you have to keep 5 different toner cartridges at all times.
If you haven't upgraded software in a long time (5 years or more), it may no longer be supported by the manufacturer which means you don't have any
technical support options.
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